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Big-Hearted Youth Inspires
Generosity
By Jennifer Casner-Hockenberry, M.S.W., L.S.W.,
Pennsylvania Adoption Exchange Family Coordinator
Ja’Mone was featured on Val’s Kids
on ABC27 (abc27.com/2016/09/09/
vals-kids-jamone/) at the end of
August. When they
were filming his
segment at Hershey
Park, he won a lifesized, stuffed
Hershey’s Kiss.
Ja’Mone immediately
looked around and
then gave the prize
to a little boy sitting
beside his mother—
simply because he
wanted to create
happiness for him.
The child’s parents
were so moved by
Ja’Mone’s kindness
and generosity, they
told his worker,
Helene Kosciolek,
“Ja’Mone has a
really big heart and
made our son’s day!”

times. This information deeply
affected the entire ABC27 team. A
bystander commented, “It was a
wonderful thing to
witness, and there
should be more of
these random acts of
kindness in this
world.”

After Ja’Mone’s
segment aired, a
viewer called Helene
when she heard his
response to the
question “If you had
three wishes, what
would they be?”: “To
get adopted, to go to
a Pittsburgh game,
and become a cop or
a coach.” She
couldn’t adopt him
due to health
reasons, but she had
tickets to a Steelers
game. She said, “This is something
The family shared that their little I can do, and why not!” So she
boy has a heart condition and has
made arrangements to get the
been admitted to Penn State
tickets to Ja’Mone, and because of
Hershey Children’s Hospital several another
Continued on Page 2 ►
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Youth Inspires Generosity (cont’d from p.1)
random act of kindness from a stranger, Ja’Mone and his county caseworker attended the
Pittsburgh Steelers game on New Year’s Day!
But wait, there’s more! The woman who donated the tickets shared Ja’Mone’s segment with
another person who knows a Steelers player—and arranged for the team to autograph a
football for Ja’Mone. Helene would like to arrange a meet and greet with the donors to surprise
him with the football in the near future. Ja’Mone will also be featured in the upcoming SWAN
#MeetTheKids commercial. (See page 13 for more on #MeetTheKids.)

Meet Ja’Mone
Ja’Mone is a polite and well-mannered 18-yearold boy with a smile that can light up a room.
He enjoys an active lifestyle playing sports
whenever he can. Ja’Mone would like a family
who would support his interest in sports and
attend his games. His favorite sports are
baseball, football and basketball. Ja’Mone’s
favorite teams are the Pittsburgh Steelers and
LA Lakers. He also enjoys playing an active role
in his community and church. Overall, Ja’Mone
likes school and receives above-average grades.
Ja’Mone would like to either attend college and
major in criminal justice or attend the Police
Academy to become a police officer.
Ja’Mone still has contact with his older brother,
who is attending school out of state. He would
like to remain in contact with his brother.
Ja’Mone would prefer a family with a mom and
dad in either a city or suburban setting. He
would also like to have siblings similar in age to
him. Ja’Mone is legally free for adoption.

PAE # C39AD44
For more information:
Helene Kosciolek, Diakon Adoption & Foster
Care, 610-682-1564 or kosciolekh@diakon.org
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From the Department of
Human Services
By Carrie Keiser, Office of Children, Youth and Families, Supervisor,
Statewide Adoption and Permanency Network and Independent Living
Is it time to say goodbye
to the Network News?

effective communication tool and resource.

The newsletter used to be printed and mailed
to all network contacts, but in an effort to
save money and resources, it is now published
electronically on adoptpakids.org. It can be
found by clicking the Network Newsletter
link in the top navigation menu. Technology
changes rapidly and certainly has evolved in
the past 25 years: SWAN and IL now have
Facebook pages, the SWAN/IL Google listserv
was created in 2006 as another tool to
facilitate and support the work of expediting
permanency and providing older youth
services throughout Pennsylvania, and the
The SWAN/IL newsletter is a long-standing
SWAN/IL quarterly and statewide meetings
publication offered through the SWAN prime
continue to serve as an area to share
contract. Its first edition was published in
information. Maybe the newsletter that was
December 1994 with the purpose of
strengthening the partnership among network designed to keep everyone informed on the
latest issues, directives, policies, practices,
participants. Since then, it has been an
successes and so much more has run its
important form of communication, providing
course and is too “old school.”
information, tools and resources that impact
permanency and older youth services in
OCYF will continue to monitor the usage of the
SWAN/IL Network News for the next year. We
Pennsylvania.
will continue to work with SWAN prime
Over time, the newsletter has evolved into a
contract and CWRC staff to increase
collaborative effort among many network
notification efforts regarding new publications;
participants, including the Office of Children,
however, if we do not see an increase in
Youth and Families (OCYF); county children
usage, this resource will end.
and youth agencies; the Child Welfare
During the fall round of
SWAN/IL quarterly
meetings, I informed the
network that since 2006,
over a 10-year period, the
newsletter received a total
of 476 visits on
adoptpakids.org. This is an average of 47.6
visits a year; this doesn’t indicate whether the
edition was opened and read, it only means
that 47 users went to its page per year.

Resource Center (CWRC), IL providers; SWAN
affiliate agencies; the Pennsylvania State
Resource Family Association; the American
Bar Association; former and current foster
youth; and SWAN prime contract staff,
including the Legal Services Initiative, the
Pennsylvania Adoption Exchange, the SWAN
Helpline, the Older Child Matching Initiative,
the SWAN Advisory Committee, and others.
As you can imagine, developing each issue
takes a lot of time, effort and coordination.
The goal is to publish the newsletter four
times a year; however, it is difficult to justify
the amount of work that it takes to create a
single issue if it appears to no longer be an

I strongly encourage everyone to open and
read the wealth of information that is
contained in each issue. I also encourage
everyone to contribute articles relevant to the
important work you do on a daily basis. Send
us your successes, tools and techniques that
will help build not only a stronger network,
but stronger children and families. (Send
articles to Joseph Warrick at
jwarrick@pa.gov.)
Even if we decide to discontinue the
newsletter, rest assured that we still have the
tools and communication channels to keep
everyone informed of important events
throughout the network.
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Adoption Month 2016!
Adoption Day Events Celebrate the
Beginnings of Extraordinary Families
Across Pennsylvania, sixteen counties held Adoption Day events last November in honor of
National Adoption Month, as part of the ongoing national effort to increase public awareness
of the number of children in foster care waiting for permanent homes.
In Luzerne County, where National Adoption Month 2016 marked the county’s 23rd Annual
Adoption Day, the message was, “Commemorating the day your family began.” Regardless
of the themes, the number of children adopted, or the number of families created, that
message resonated across all the celebrations—many families gained a new beginning in
November.
In fact, more than 100 new families were created in the Commonwealth during National
Adoption Month last year. In Chester County, the focus of Adoption Day was on kinship
families as adoptive resources, while Franklin and Lehigh counties celebrated with the
families of children adopted throughout the year. Butler and Centre counties shared in their
Adoption Day event festivities with many agency and private adoptions scheduled as part of
the day’s celebration.
Many counties marked the occasion with a special theme or party following the adoption
hearings. Westmoreland County created a “Winter Wonderland” party, while
Northumberland selected red and purple as their celebratory colors. Lackawanna County
chose The Wizard of Oz as their theme, while Lancaster County gave balloons and gifts to
their adoptees.
Elsa from Disney’s Frozen and Kylo Ren from Star Wars attended Allegheny County’s
Adoption Day, and Washington County held a talent show complete with a red carpet,
performers and a live band. Montgomery, Philadelphia, Bucks, and Monroe counties also
held Adoption Day events.
In total, more than 160 children gained new, permanent homes and families during one of
the many events held across the state in honor of National Adoption Day. Considering that
one of National Adoption Month’s important goals is to create and celebrate adoptive
families, Pennsylvania caseworkers and agencies went above and beyond to do just that.
— Erin Veith, SWAN LSI Paralegal

CSC Fall Matching Event
Children’s Services Center (CSC) held its fall
matching event on Saturday, December 3,
2016. Twelve families attended, totaling 38 family
members, along with six waiting youth and 10
agencies. The event was captured by three regional
media sources: the Times Leader, Citizen’s Voice,
and NewsWatch 16. The atmosphere was cozy in one
of CSC’s town homes; families and children ate
together, played games and talked. This was CSC’s
most well-attended event!
— Rachel Paashaus, NE PAE Coordinator ►
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Our First Ever Matching Event
The Children’s Aid Society’s Adoption and Foster Care programs held their premiere
matching event in DuBois in November. Not only was it a first for Children’s Aid, but it was
the first matching event held in this region in many years.
More than 14 adoption and foster care agencies from across Pennsylvania attended. Each
of them set up a table with a display board, flyers and other materials to highlight the
children they work with that need permanency. Some even brought children with them!
Families working with agencies to provide permanency also attended to learn more about
these amazing children.
Throughout the event, families talked with agency staff and waiting children; enjoyed
refreshments provided by Luigi’s Ristorante; participated in family-friendly activities; met
Leigh Heidenthal, an author who recently published her first children’s book, about
adoption; and entered a raffle to win the door prize, a digital photo frame. Four waiting
children participated in an open discussion about their experiences in placement and what
they are looking for in a family and hope for the future. One of them was celebrating his
birthday, so all the attendees sang “Happy Birthday” to him, much to his delight.
The evening was filled with much love and optimism as agencies and families came together
to help find homes for waiting children. As it wound down, I looked around the room and
saw children talking with prospective families. I knew that some of those connections could
have a positive impact on all their lives, and in that moment I felt thankful for the many
staff members that put 110% into their work. I also felt grateful to the families willing to
open their hearts and homes to children and blessed to be a part of something so amazing.
— Shannon Kelly, Adoption/Foster Care Program Manager, Children’s Aid Society

Montgomery County Adoption Day
Montgomery County had its adoption day on
November 18, 2016. We celebrated the
adoption finalizations of eight families and 14
children all adopted from foster care
system. Approximately 115 people attended,
and the day began with a proclamation from
the commissioners followed by brief statements
from our two Orphans’ Court judges, Hon. Lois
E. Murphy and Hon. Cheryl L. Austin; Office of Children and Youth Director Laurie O'Connor;
and an adoptive father of a group of three brothers ages 9, 10 and 12. County choir
members sang some songs, and after the actual adoption hearings, everyone enjoyed light
refreshments in the community room downstairs from the courtrooms. All children in
attendance received gift bags. It was a wonderful celebration of families united through
foster adoption within the county.
— Laura Bauer, Adoption Supervisor, Montgomery County Children and Youth

Centre County
Centre County Children and Youth Services celebrated National Adoption Month on
November 18, 2016. Four children from foster care had their adoptions finalized, and eight
children had private adoptions finalized that day. This event brought together current and
past adoptive families at a lovely reception, and the court provided sweet treats and drinks
for everyone. It was heartwarming to see all the adoptive families interacting. This event
was also featured on the front page of the Centre Daily Times!
— Lori Hall, SWAN LSI Paralegal, Centre County ►
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2016 Fashion Show and Matching Event
Diakon’s 5th Annual Fashion Show and Matching Event occurred on Saturday, November 5,
2016, in Topton. Seventeen youth attended the event and were treated to new outfits, hair
and makeup, as well as headshots (Heart Gallery photos). For the first time, waiting
families were invited to walk the runway with the youth. Photos by Lauren Adele Little.

Top row: Aaliyah (PAE # C15AB82), Angelica (C48AC22), Armando (C06AN92), Donnie (C08AB01), Dwayne (C39AC33), Eli (C54AA45)
Middle row: Isaiah (C60AA07), Jeremiah (C01AA66), Julie (C36AB44), Kathleen (C22AB38), Muhammed (C51BU55), Phoenix (C64AA41)
Bottom row: Sara (C29AA13), Sean (C39AD15), Shannon (C48AA71), Symar (C22CB43), Tyrese (C49AB28)
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CSR Triumphs for Tajinae
By Debra Thomas, Child & Family Prep/Technical Assistant, Family Design Resources
Tajinae was placed in kinship care through
Children’s Choice, Inc. when she was five
years old. Over the next 12 years, she was
placed 13 times, including reunification with
her birth mother as well as kinship and
resource home placements—several of which
were measured in years rather than months.
Six placements were pre-adoptive, and Family
Profiles were referred for pre-adoptive parents
four times. Adoption Finalization was referred
for three different placements. Each time, as
finalization neared, Tajinae struggled to
maintain equilibrium, and the placement
disrupted.
Alexa Hostetter from Children’s Choice
completed three units of Child Preparation
with Tajinae, during which Tajinae came to
understand that it was not her fault that she
was in care and that her family does love her.
Alexa believes that helped Tajinae consider
that a family could commit to her.
Alexa completed two units of Child Specific
Recruitment (CSR) with Tajinae. Alexa
registered her with the Pennsylvania Adoption
Exchange and presented her at two SWAN/IL
statewide meetings. Tajinae didn’t think
below the surface when considering the family
she wanted—she was looking for “in the
country, with lots of money.” Alexa reviewed
family profiles with Tajinae, exploring what
she liked about each.

Throughout CSR, Alexa helped Tajinae look
at important qualities of families such as
personality, shared interests and their ability
to meet her needs. Tajinae learned that no
family was going to be a perfect fit or have
just the right kind of dog or live in just the
right location. With that perspective, more
families were potential candidates. There was
disappointment along the way when families
that seemed to be a good fit were no longer
available. They didn’t give up.
Partway through the second unit of CSR,
Tajinae was placed in a resource home that
became a pre-adoptive placement a year later.
Adoption Finalization was referred, and then,
true to her pattern, Tajinae created an exit for
herself by running away. She was placed in
another home for nine months. That’s when
all the CSR work paid off, because Tajinae
contemplated what had been good about the
home she ran from and asked to return there
in February 2016. Her question when she
moved back was, “Will I be able to stay here?”
December 2, 2016, was adoption day for
Tajinae, who was then 17 years old. The
family had shirts made for the occasion.
Tajinae’s read, “I can’t keep calm, I’m getting
adopted today!” The adoptive parents’ shirts
read, “We can’t keep calm, we’re adopting
Tajinae!” Tajinae’s question was answered.

Voice of the SWAN/IL Network
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Meet Aaliyah!
By Chelsea Buchert, B.S.W., Permanency Specialist, CHOR Adoption Program
Aaliyah is a smart and sassy young lady. She
can be shy at first, but once she develops a
bond with someone, she is quite funny and
vocal. Aaliyah takes pride in her appearance
and often can be found taking selfies. Her
favorite activities include doing her hair and
makeup, singing, reading books, and writing
poetry. Aaliyah’s favorite foods are seafood,
mac and cheese, soul food and Spanish food—
as her African American and Puerto Rican
cultures are important to her. She prides
herself on her ability to cook and her love of
decorating. Although she loves the beauty of
nature, Aaliyah is most familiar with living in
an urban setting.
Aaliyah enjoys completing her schoolwork
and achieves As and Bs. Her favorite subject
is social studies, and her least favorite is
science. She may be enrolling in cyber school
in the near future.
Aaliyah has ten siblings, so she is used to
being around a lot of children. She enjoys
biweekly visitation with some of her siblings.
At times, Aaliyah can take on the parental role
when around younger children and needs to
be reminded of her age and role as a child.
She dreams of one day becoming a child
advocate or lawyer in hopes of helping
children who find themselves in situations
similar to those she has experienced.
Aaliyah feels it is important that a
prospective family is aware of her past and
needs a family who will be patient with her
during her journey. Aaliyah believes she
deserves love from a family who is caring,
supportive, fun, and understanding. She
requires a patient and supportive singlefemale or same-sex couple to help her reach
her fullest potential. At this time, she may
not be placed with a family with children older
than 5.
Aaliyah will be featured in the upcoming
SWAN #MeetTheKids commercial. (See page
13 for more on #MeetTheKids.) Aaliyah is
legally free for adoption.
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PAE# C15AB82
For more information, contact:
Chelsey Buchert, B.S.W.
Permanency Specialist,
Children’s Home of Reading
Adoption Program
484-706-0606
CBuchert@choreading.org

Meet the Discavage Family
SWAN Helpline Featured Waiting Family
Michael and Joanne Discavage are excited to
start a new chapter in their lives with the
addition of a teen boy to their family. Both
parents feel they have more parenting to do.
Michael is excited to add another male to his
female-dominated household, and Joanne is
looking forward to parenting a son. This
couple’s adult-aged daughters, Cayla and
Cara, are excited to have a brother, but are
also realistic and understand changes will
occur in their home.
Michael is a full-time physician’s assistant.
His 12-hour shifts have him working some
long days, but he is also home a few days
each week. Joanne works part-time as a
registered nurse. She works 16 hours a week,
which offers flexibility and time to focus on
her family.

The Discavages have hosted foreign
exchange students for a number of years.
This has given them experience in having
teens from outside their own culture enter
their home. The family enjoys spending
quality time with one another, including family
vacations to the beach and the Poconos. They
look forward to gaining a son and brother to
include in all their fun!
The Discavages are looking for a single
male child of any race, age 12–18. They are
open to children with moderate medical
needs, and mild educational, behavioral, or
mental health issues. The family is accepting
of low-to-moderate legal risk.

For more information,
please contact Amanda
Moore at 717-397-5241
ext. 145 or at
amoore@pressleyridge.org.
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What’s Happening at the Helpline?
Tonya Hottenstein, SWAN Helpline Coordinator
In addition to taking calls from families requesting information on adoption, foster-adoption
and foster care, the SWAN Helpline has lots of other things going on.
The SWAN Helpline:
 Is the single point of entry for families accessing Post-permanency services. Helpline

technical specialists (HTS) speak daily with families, providing permanency support and
helping them get their services started. Some of these calls can last more than an hour.

 Assists in the process for out-of-state families to register with Pennsylvania Adoption

Exchange (PAE). Approximately 25–30 percent of all PAE-registered families are from
outside Pennsylvania. Many of these families are exclusively interested in older children.
This process adds many more quality resource families to our available pool.

 Is able to give detailed information about Pennsylvania’s waiting children to families who

are registered with PAE and are approved for adoption. We have some regulars who call us
almost daily!

 Has a Facebook page, and HTS respond to comments

and questions on the SWAN Facebook page!
 HTS not only speak with families over the phone, but

they also communicate through email.

1-800-585-7926
swanhelpline@diakon-swan.org
/adoptpa

Please call, email and visit us on Facebook!

Analysis Shows That OCMI Is Moving
Youth to Permanency
Koko Marquet, Research and Quality Assurance Specialist, Family Design Resources
Since its inception in 2008, the Older Child
Matching Initiative (OCMI) has served a total
of 464 youth, of which 248 have exited from
the foster care system. The Adoption and
Foster Care Analysis and Reporting System
(AFCARS) indicated that 50,209 youth age 10
and older exited care during federal fiscal year
(FFY) 2014.

Pennsylvania and 50,090 youth nationwide
were included in the analysis.
Of the 210 youth in Pennsylvania, 122
(58%) achieved permanency, while 23,488 of
the 50,090 youth nationwide (46.9%)
achieved permanency. The analysis produced
a significant X2 value, indicating that the OCMI
youth achieved permanency at a rate that is
significantly higher than the national rate, X2
(1, N = 5,030) = 10.54, p =.0012 (significant
at α= .05 level).

In this analysis, reunified children from
both the OCMI and AFCARS populations were
excluded, since children referred to OCMI
must have a primary goal of adoption. Also
The table on the next page provides a
excluded were youth who exited care for
breakdown of the types of permanency from
reasons other than a permanent or temporary the sample. ►
placement. As a result, 210 OCMI youth in
10
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OCMI Recruiter Honored
Christine Swank, SWAN Regional Technical Assistant, Northeast Region, and
Jennifer Casner-Hockenberry, M.S.W., L.S.W., PAE Family Coordinator
Helene Kosciolek, OCMI recruiter, received
the Linda Lofft Permanency Professional
Award from Lehigh County Children and
Youth Services (LCCYS) during their
National Adoption Month celebration on
November 4, 2016. Helene was recognized
for her work and dedication to older youth
in need of permanency and “above and
beyond” efforts to ensure permanency.
LCCYS selects a recipient within Lehigh
County or outside providers who have made
an impact working with LCCYS. Helene
received a Team Collaboration award as
well, for helping to reunify a sibling group
with long-lost birth relatives, with whom
they will be placed as a kinship.

Since OCMI data for 2014 has too small a sample size, this initial assessment aggregates data
from the beginning of the program in 2008 through 2016 to allow more OCMI children to be
considered, while the 2014 AFCARS data is representative of the annual national
average. Despite these limitations, this is an acceptable approach for a statistical analysis of
this nature in order to draw a meaningful comparison between outcomes for children in OCMI
and those exiting care.
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First Annual Pennsylvania Youth
Advisory Board Open House!
By Lucinda Gore, Quality Improvement Specialist, CWRC
Fifty youth attended the First Annual
Pennsylvania Youth Advisory Board (YAB)
Open House on November 17, 2016, at the
Pennsylvania Child Welfare Resource Center.
It was a time to highlight some of the amazing
opportunities YAB has to offer youth, such as
Know Your Rights training, self-advocacy,
leadership development, creating positive
change in the child welfare system and
networking with system partners. Each of the
six regions of the YAB and two of our system
partners from Juvenile Law Center and
Pennsylvania Partnerships for Children held a
Regional Resource Fair. Youth from across
the state were able to network and meet the
regions, ask questions, check out what other
regions are doing, and pick up some statewide
resources for youth transitioning out of the
system.
Two youth leaders, Rachel and Kiersten,
took the lead in presenting their workshop,
“An Introduction to the Pennsylvania Youth
Advisory Board”. They did a great job leading
their peers through information and some
great ice breakers. The workshop is available
by request, and youth are ready to train this
across the state to youth and professionals
because they want to spread the word about
YAB.
After lunch, it was time to “Transform the
Trash Bag!” Each group was responsible for

transforming a trash bag into something the
YAB can use for advocacy and the future.
They really took to this activity, creating
baskets of encouragement, hearts for love,
tutus to dance through trials, shields to
protect from the hard stuff, a YAB Flag, and
more! The regional YABs did a great job of
collecting suitcases and duffel bags last year
to help ease the transitions that youth in the
system face.
June Fisher joined us for the final portion of
the Open House by providing youth training
on “How to Create LGBTQ-Friendly Spaces”.
As the YAB works on being inclusive and
supportive of all youth of the system as much
as possible, this was a timely training. Youth
were challenged to begin thinking about how
their words and actions can affect the spaces
they are trying to change. They were
encouraged to talk to those around them in
respectful ways and not make assumptions
based off what they see.
Our open house was a success, and the
finale was a raffle drawing of YAB swag! A
special shout out to Dannielle, Alexis and
Phyllis for their leadership, planning and
facilitation of this meeting. It is because of
their hard work that this youth quality
improvement specialist was able to sit back
and enjoy the activities that were happening
around her!
Our next Open House will be on July 13,
2017, at the Pennsylvania Child Welfare
Resource Center. Mark your calendars! We
hope that holding this event during the
summer will allow more youth to attend
without missing school. We will also be
expanding the Resource Fair to include even
more system partners and resources for youth
transitioning out the system.
You can learn more about the Pennsylvania
Youth Advisory Board by liking us on Facebook
and checking out our website at
www.independentliving.org.
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PSRFA News
By Kathy Ramper, Executive Director,
Pennsylvania State Resource Family Association
The New Year is a great time for new
beginnings. One thing we plan to achieve is
an increase of Pennsylvania State Resource
Family Association (PSRFA) trainings
throughout the state. On April 22, 2017, in
conjunction with Wesley Spectrum Services,
we will be offering resource family training in
Pittsburgh. We are in the midst of putting the
details together, so expect to see our
brochure published in mid-February.
Save the Dates
One of our family favorite events will be held
on May 6, 2017, during National Foster Care
Month. Join us for a tranquil ride down the
river on the Pride of the Susquehanna, and
then help us cheer on the Harrisburg Senators
while enjoying lots of good food and fun.

the Holiday Inn, Grantville, October 19–21,
2017. We offer inspiring and educational
workshops, an auction that benefits
scholarships for foster and adoptive children,
and an awards banquet that recognizes the
achievements of our families and caseworkers.
If you would like any information on our
upcoming events, please contact our office at
1-800-951-5151. Or visit our website at
psrfa.org and click on “News & Events” under
the “About PSRFA” link at the top.
We hope everyone’s new year is off to a
good start and remember: By remaining
focused on what is important and working
together, we will continue to grow and bring
about the desperately needed changes our
children deserve.

As always, thank you for all you do for our
The PSRFA 41st Annual Conference
children.
“Matching, Mentoring & More…” will be held at

#MeetTheKids is Back!
SWAN's successful media campaign, #MeetTheKids, is at it again! Round three of
commercials was filmed in January, featuring 15 youth in foster care who tell their story.
Once completed, all commercials will air across the state and will be posted to the SWAN
YouTube channel: www.YouTube.com/AdoptPAkids.
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Pennsylvania Resources
Statewide Adoption and Permanency Network (SWAN)
www.adoptpakids.org
Prime Contractor for SWAN
www.diakon-swan.org
Independent Living
www.independentlivingPA.org
SWAN Helpline
800-585-SWAN
Pennsylvania State Resource Family Association
www.psrfa.org
SWAN Legal Services Initiative Warmline
888-793-2512
lsiwarmline@diakon-swan.org
Office of Children, Youth and Families,
Pennsylvania Department of Human Services
www.dhs.pa.gov
Network News
Jennifer Casner-Hockenberry at JCasner-Hockenberry@diakon-swan.org
SWAN listserv through Google Groups
Joe Warrick at jwarrick@pa.gov
SWAN on Facebook
www.facebook.com/AdoptPA
SWAN on YouTube
www.youtube.com/AdoptPAKids

Save the Date
2017 Pennsylvania Permanency Conference
June 28–30, 2017
Kalahari Resorts & Conventions
Pocono Manor, PA
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